
Criteria for grading

14 points in total - Minimum to pass 8, according to 5 dimensions:

1) Functionality (Coverage of the requirements)

A: all functions implemented 
B: (-1 point) if a minor functional specification or requirement is not implemented or not 
correctly implemented (logical errors)
C: (-2 points) if 2 functions or requirements are not implemented or not correctly implemented
D: (-3 points) if 3 functions or requirements are not implemented or not correctly implemented
D: (-4 points) if 4 functions or requirements are not implemented or not correctly implemented
F: if many functions or requirements are not implemented and the project is very much smaller 
than the requested one
 

2) GUI usability

A: if the GUI is well designed
B: (-1 point) if there are some small issues, such as labels that cannot be read easily or 
strange names. 
C: (-2 points) When there are small issues and it is not immediate to understand how a function 
can be executed through the GUI.

D: (-3 points) If there are more severe problems, such as windows that are popping up without 
content of labels that are not shown
Fail: severe problems such as the GUI blocks or you cannot go back to the beginning of the 
interaction state

3) Errors and exceptions

A: if no run time errors or exceptions
B: (-1 point) If you got one or more run time error or exception but the application is still 
running.
C: (-2 points) If many errors or exceptions are raised.
Fail: There are many exceptions and the application cannot be used.

4) Code structure

A if the code is well written and well structured (e.g., a reasonable number of classes is used 
and the naming conventions are applied)
B (-1 point)  if the student has not created a reasonable set of classes or the code is messy 
with strange names and unclear method calls

5) Fix to Start: 

Fail: If the application does not start or some necessary files are not found.

In addition to the points from the project, the students may get up to 3 points from the lab 
assignments (explained in the lab 1) up to 14 points.

Formula for the project evaluation:
Project mark = 14 - negative points
Final mark = min(Project mark + lab points, 14) 

Example: 
A student gets the following scores:
Functionality: A (Check Standard Deviation) 
User Interface: B(-1)
Exception: C(-2)
Quality of the Code: A



Optional functionality done

14 - 3 = 11
Final mark: 11 + 1 from lab assignment = 12

-------------------------------------------

Student ID: 15958

Functionality: B (-1) User cannot go back after starting the questionnaire.
User Interface: A
Exception: B (-1) An error occurs if the file is empty.
Quality of the Code: A

14 - 2 = 12
Final mark: 12 + 3 from lab assignment = 14

-------------------------------------------

Student ID: 15483

Functionality: B (-1) Standard Deviation is wrong
User Interface: A
Exception: A
Quality of the Code: A

14 - 1 = 13
Final mark: 13 + 3 from lab assignment = 14

--------------------------------------------

Student ID: 15768

Functionality: A 
User Interface: A
Exception: A
Quality of the Code: A

14 - 0 = 14
Final mark: 14 + 2.6 from lab assignment = 14

-------------------------------------------

Student ID: 15739

Functionality: B (-1) Standard deviation was not calculated.
User Interface: A
Exception: A
Quality of the Code: A

14 - 1 = 13
Final mark: 13 + 3 from lab assignment = 14

-------------------------------------------

Student ID: 15850

Functionality: C(-2) Average and Standard deviation are not calculated. Search 
works only for the first entered user. Afterwards the search is not working properly.
User Interface: A
Exception: A
Quality of the Code: A

14 - 2 = 12
Final mark: 12 + 2.3 from lab assignment = 14



-------------------------------------------

Student ID: 15572

Functionality: A 
User Interface: A
Exception: A
Quality of the Code: A

14 - 0 = 14
Final mark: 14 + 3 from lab assignment = 14

-------------------------------------------

Student ID: 15956

Functionality: A
User Interface: A
Exception: A
Quality of the Code: A

14 = 14
Final mark: 14 + 2.6 from lab assignment = 14 

-------------------------------------------

Student ID: 15777

Functionality: B (-1) Standard deviation is wrongly calculated 
User Interface: B (-1) The GUI for entering the replies is messy.
Exception: A  But, import file has to end with a ";", otherwise an error is shown.
Quality of the Code: A

14 - 2 = 12
Final mark: 12 + 2.6 from lab assignment = 14 

-------------------------------------------

Student ID: 15537

Functionality: C (-2) Standard deviation is wrong. There is no functionality to 
reset the user-data file.
User Interface: A
Exception: A
Quality of the Code: A

14 - 2 = 12
Final mark: 12 + 2 from lab assignment = 14 

-------------------------------------------

Student ID: 15538

Functionality: A
User Interface: A
Exception: A
Quality of the Code: A

14  = 14
Final mark: 14 + 3 from lab assignment = 14

-------------------------------------------

Student ID: 15484



Functionality: B (-1) Standard deviation is wrong 
User Interface: A
Exception: A But the import file has to end with a ";", otherwise an error is 
shown.
Quality of the Code: A

14 - 1 = 13
Final mark: 13 + 3 from lab assignment = 14 

-------------------------------------------

Student ID: 10110861

Functionality: A 
User Interface: A
Exception: A
Quality of the Code: A

14 - 0 = 14
14 + 0 from lab assignment = 14

-------------------------------------------

Student ID: 16117

Functionality: A 
User Interface: A
Exception: C (-2) Exception is raised when the user file is read (the program 
saves doubles in a format that is not read correctly afterwards). 
Quality of the Code: A

14 - 2 = 12
Final mark: 14 + 3 from lab assignment = 14 

-------------------------------------------

Student ID: 15724

Functionality: A 
User Interface: A
Exception: A
Quality of the Code: A

14 - 0 = 14
Final mark: 14 + 3 from lab assignment = 14

-------------------------------------------

Student ID: 15877

Functionality: C (-2)  Standard deviation is not computed and average is wrong 
and is changing when you change tab. There is no button to reset the user-data file.
User Interface: A  
Exception: A
Quality of the Code: A

14 - 2 = 12
Final mark: 12 + 2 from lab assignment = 14

-------------------------------------------

Student ID: 16086

Functionality: A 



User Interface: A  
Exception: A
Quality of the Code: A

14 - 0 = 14
Final mark: 14 + 3 from lab assignment = 14

-------------------------------------------

Student ID: 15957

Functionality: D (-3 points) No graphical representation was implemented. 
Averages of sample population is not shown and standard deviation values are wrong. The 
functionality to reset the user-data file is not working. 
User Interface: A  
Exception: A
Quality of the Code: A

14 - 3 = 11
Final mark: 11 + 2.6 from lab assignment =  14

-------------------------------------------

Student ID: 15851

Functionality: B (-1) Standard deviation values are wrong
User Interface: A  
Exception: A
Quality of the Code: A

14 - 1 = 13
Final mark: 13 + 1 from lab assignment = 14 

-------------------------------------------

Student ID: 15576

Functionality: A  
User Interface: B (-1) Standard deviation is shown instead of average  
Exception: A
Quality of the Code: A

14 - 1 = 13 
Final mark: 13 + 2.6 from lab assignment = 14

-------------------------------------------

Student ID: 16066

Functionality: D (-3 points) No graphical representation was implemented. 
Averages and Standard Deviation of sample population is not shown. Search is not working with 
substrings.
User Interface: B (-1)  The full GUI is only visible in a big screen.
Exception: A
Quality of the Code: A

14 - 4 = 10

Final mark: 10 + 2.6 from lab assignment = 13 

-------------------------------------------

Student ID: 10111312

Functionality: A 



User Interface: A  
Exception: A
Quality of the Code: A

14 - 0 = 14
Final mark: 14 + 3 from lab assignment = 14

-------------------------------------------

Student ID: 16069

This is a very good project. The GUI is well-designed and all requirements are implemented.

There is only 1 problem: the search tab works but it finds the nicknames that only matches the 
exact search string (-1). It is possible to choose the language.

Functionality: (-1) B
User Interface: A
Exception: A
Quality of the Code: A

14 - 1 = 13

Final mark: 13 + 3.0 from lab assignment =  14

-------------------------------------------

Student ID: 15584 

The nicknames are always converted to uppercase when stored in the file.

Functionality: A
User Interface:                 A
Exception: A
Quality of the Code: A

14 - 0 = 14

Final mark: 14 + 3.0 from lab assignment = 14

--------------------------------------------

Student ID: 15585

This is a good project. The GUI is fine and all requirements are implemented.  

Functionality: A
User Interface:                 A
Exception: A
Quality of the Code: A

14 - 0 = 14

Final mark: 14 + 3.0 from lab assignment = 14
--------------------------------------------

Student ID:  14244

Search tab is not implemented (-2). There is no main menu with exit menu item (-1). Reset 
button is not implemented (-1). Data is not stored in the file (-1). It is possible to choose 
more than 1 answer per question (-1).  I can go to the next question without answering the 



current one, and I cannot go back (-2). If I click on Next Question more than 10 times it 
raises java.lang.IndexOutOfBoundsException (-1).  

Functionality: (-5) FAIL
User Interface:                 (-2) C
Exception:                      (-1) B
Quality of the Code:             n.a.

Final mark: FAIL + 0.0 from lab assignment =  FAIL

--------------------------------------------

Student ID: 16097

The questions are not shown correctly as well as the result of the personality test since they 
do not fit the panel size (-1). There is a button on top right of the interface (i.e., the 
delete button) without any label  (-1).   

Functionality: A
User Interface: -2 (C)
Exception: A
Quality of the Code: A

14 - 2 = 12

Final mark: 12 + 2.67 from lab assignment =  14

--------------------------------------------

Student ID: 15992

In the result tab, mean values and standard deviation values are wrong (-1).  

Functionality: (-1) B
User Interface:                 A
Exception: A
Quality of the Code: A
 
14 - 1 = 13

Final mark: 13 + 3.0 from lab assignment =  14

--------------------------------------------

Student ID: 16112 

When a nickname, already taken before, is entered it does not give any error message, but just 
repeats the message "inserisci qua il tuo nickname" (-1). In the search tab, when a string is 
entered which matches several nicknames in the user-data file, it simply shows the data for all 
of them instead of allowing the user to select (-1).

Functionality: (-2) C
User Interface:                 A
Exception: A
Quality of the Code:            A

14 - 2 = 12

Final mark: 12 + 3.0 from lab assignment = 14

--------------------------------------------

Student ID:  15725



Requirements are implemented and GUI looks fine.

Functionality: A
User Interface:                 A
Exception: A
Quality of the Code: A

14 - 0 = 14

Final mark: 14 + 3.0 from lab assignment   =  14

--------------------------------------------

Student ID: 16115

This project has used external libraries (jgoodies-forms-1.8.0.jar and miglayout15-swing.jar) 
However, these are not included automatically when the project is imported to eclipse (-1). In 
“overall result” tab, the average values of the traits for the previous users are not shown and 
standard deviation values are not correct (-1).  

Functionality: (-2) C
User Interface: A
Exception: A
Quality of the Code: A

14 - 2 = 12

Final mark: 12 + 2.67 from lab assignment =   14

--------------------------------------------

Student ID: 16067

It is possible to enter a nickname that is already present in user-data file (-1). The reset 
button is not implemented (-1). The search tab works but it finds the nicknames in the user-
data file that match only the exact search string (-1). When I choose About menu item, after 
showing the info, it closes the application (-1).

Functionality: (-3) D
User Interface:                 (-1) B
Exception: A
Quality of the Code: A

14 - 4 = 10

Final mark: 10 + 2.34 from lab assignment =  12

--------------------------------------------

Student ID: 15495

This is a good project. The GUI is fine and requirements are implemented.  

Functionality: A
User Interface: A
Exception: A
Quality of the Code: A

14 - 0 = 14

Final mark: 14 + 3.0 from lab assignment =  14



--------------------------------------------

Student ID:  15726

This project has used external libraries (jcommon-1.0.23.jar and jfreechart-1.0.19.jar) but 
this has been mentioned in the Credit section. However, these are not included automatically 
when imported to eclipse (-1). In (overall) results tab, only the mean of the personality 
traits of the previous users is shown and standard deviation and histogram is not shown (-1). 
There is no main menu with exit menu item, but instead there is an exit button (-1). The search 
tab works but it finds the nicknames in the userslist file that match only the exact search 
string (-1) and it is possible to enter a nickname that is already present in that file (-1). 
When the result of the test is shown, it does not fit the size of the windows (-1).

Functionality: (-4) E
User Interface: (-1) C
Exception: A
Quality of the Code: (-1) B

14 - 6 = 8

Final mark: 8 + 0.67 from lab assignment  =  9

--------------------------------------------

Student ID:  16070

The search tab works but it finds the nicknames in the users file that match only the exact 
search string (-1). If an existing nickname is entered, an error message is shown and then it 
does not accept any other nickname (-1).

Functionality: (-2) C
User Interface:                 A
Exception: A
Quality of the Code: A

14 - 2 = 12

Final mark: 12 + 2.67 from lab assignment =   14
--------------------------------------------

Student ID: 16079

In the Graph tab, the scores and bars are depicted in a very tiny size that are difficult to 
read (-1) and the mean values are all the same and the values of standard deviation are wrongly 
computed (-1). It is possible to enter a nickname that is already present in user-data file 
(-1). In the Search tab, when a nickname is entered and the search button is pressed, no 
information is presented (-1). When I click reset button, the data in user-data file is removed 
but a user called dummy is created (-1).

Functionality: (-4) E
User Interface: (-1) B
Exception: A
Quality of the Code: A

14 - 5 = 9

Final mark: 9 + 2.34 from lab assignment  =  11

--------------------------------------------

Student ID:  15875



It is possible to enter a nickname that is already present in user-data file (-1). In search 
tab, when a username is entered, there is no button to perform the search and hence the search 
does not work (-1). 

Functionality: (-2) C
User Interface: A
Exception: A
Quality of the Code: A

14 - 2 = 12

Final mark: 12 + 2.0 from lab assignment =  14
--------------------------------------------

Student ID:  15482 

It is possible to enter a nickname that is already present in user-data file (-1). Requirements 
are all implemented. In search tab, when a nickname is entered a dialogue box is shown saying 
"please click anywhere to see the histogram of the user clicked" and when a user is selected 
among the shown list, this message is shown again.  

Functionality: (-1) B
User Interface: A
Exception: A
Quality of the Code: A

14 - 1 = 13

Final mark: 13 + 2.34 from lab assignment =  14
--------------------------------------------

Student ID:  15575

In the search tab, when I enter a nickname and click on Enter button several times the results 
of search is duplicated over and over (-1). There is no main menu with exit/about menu items. 
Instead there is an exit and about buttons (-1).

Functionality: (-1) B
User Interface: (-1) B
Exception: A
Quality of the Code: A

14 - 2 = 14

Final mark: 12 + 2.67 from lab assignment =  14  

--------------------------------------------

Student ID: 15757

There is no main menu with exit/about menu items. Instead there is an exit and about buttons  
(-1). If the entered nickname has an upperclass character, and Ok is clicked, nothing happens 
(-1). The PersonalityTestTab1 contains more than 1000 lines of code (-1). In the search tab, 
the exact nickname has to be entered to get the result (-1).

Functionality: (-3) D
User Interface: A
Exception: A
Quality of the Code: (-1) B



14 - 4 = 10

Final mark: 10 + 2.0 from lab assignment =  12

--------------------------------------------

Student ID: 15542

Some of the requirements are not implemented. In the results tab, the summary of the results 
for previous users is not presented (-1) nor the average and standard deviation is given (-1).  
Reset button is not implemented (-1). The GUI is badly designed. The questions and answers are 
no presented well since the panel do not match the window size (-2). When I click on submit 
button and enter a nickname with/without answering the questions, the applications hangs (-1). 
Then if I close the application, the data of the current user is not saved (-1). When I enter a 
nickname in search tab and get the personality traits of that user, after that I get a dialogue 
box with an empty message (-1). 

Functionality: (-5) FAIL

User Interface: (-2) C

Exception: (-1) B

Quality of the Code: A

Final mark: FAIL 

--------------------------------------------

Student ID: 14115

Some of the requirements are not implemented. There is no main menu with exit/about items. 
Instead there is an exit button which does not work (-1). Global results tab does not provide a 
summary and instead it only presents the average of the personality traits of previous users 
(-1). The search tab works but it finds the nicknames only if they match the exact search 
string (-1). Reset button is not implemented (-1). The GUI is badly designed (-1). There is an 
empty class Bar.java (-1) and a class PersonalityTestFrame with hundreds of lines of code (-1).

Functionality: (-4) E
User Interface: (-1) B
Exception: A
Quality of the Code: (-2) C

14 - 7 = 7

Final mark: FAIL 

--------------------------------------------

Student ID: 15788

Reset button is not implemented (-1).

Functionality: (-1) B
User Interface: A
Exception: A
Quality of the Code: A

14 - 1 = 13



Final mark: 13 + 2.34 from lab assignment = 14

--------------------------------------------


